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〈わたし〉 2010-03 キネシオロジーを使って人間の意識レベルを測定してきた著者が 自らの 悟り の体験を踏まえ 悟り や宗教性 スピリチュアルの真実を明るみに出す
Daily Reflections from Dr. David R. Hawkins 2022-08-30 a collection of 365 insightful quotes from best selling author and consciousness researcher dr david r hawkins to guide readers
on the path to enlightenment this collection of inspiring quotes from world renowned consciousness researcher and mystic dr david r hawkins can help readers elevate their level of
consciousness in doing so they will explore ways to understand truth raise their awareness and find enlightenment and infinite peace readers will engage with some of dr hawkins s
most profound insights from his classic works such as to best serve the world seek enlightenment and transcend illusions rather than contribute to them success comes about
automatically from knowing where to look not what to look for but where to look we do not look at what we have nor at what we do but at what we are once we find within ourselves
what we ve been searching for we won t have to bother looking out there we can t own that which is great within ourselves unless we learn to recognize it in others peace comes with
total inner surrender to what is by continuously letting go it is possible to stay in that state of freedom feelings come and go and eventually you realize that you are not your feelings
but that the real you is merely witnessing them
The Wisdom of Dr. David R. Hawkins 2022-05-03 a collection of profound ideas from one of the great spiritual thinkers of our generation in this authoritative work readers will be brought
to higher levels of awareness control and understanding this book includes ten volumes of dr hawkins s core teachings that are most beneficial and relevant to today s world including
his map of consciousness calibration process the wisdom of dr david r hawkins also includes one of dr hawkins s last lectures on the most valuable qualities for a spiritual seeker get
ready to step off the ego path onto a more rewarding fulfilling and service oriented journey of enlightenment
Along the Path to Enlightenment 2011-02-01 praised by mother teresa and dr wayne dyer for his breakthrough research and innovative teachings on the human mind dr david hawkins
brings us 365 daily reflections for the mind and soul the spiritual teachings of david r hawkins on the nature of consciousness spirit and ego are known worldwide by students seeking to
realize spiritual truth as a mystic dr hawkins has infused the truths found in the precepts of western religion with the core of eastern philosophy bridging the familiar physical world to
the nonlinear spiritual domain what blocks spiritual progress and how do we transcend these blocks this collection of passages carefully selected from dr hawkins s extensive writings
offers readers a new contemplation for each day any one of these passages fully understood can elevate one s level of consciousness
新訳　願えば、かなうエイブラハムの教え 2016-12-19 ベストセラーとなった 引き寄せの法則 の原点となった一冊を 翻訳を新たにして復刊 ヒックス夫妻がエイブラハムと対話することになった契機から エイブラハムとの対話で理解した 望みを何でも実現できる宇宙の法則の秘密と その具体的な実践法を惜しみなく紹介した 引き
寄せ実践者必携の書です
Reality, Spirituality and Modern Man 2013-08-01 this is the seventh book in a progressive series based on the revelations of consciousness research it describes in detail how to
discern not only truth from falsehood but also the illusion of appearance from the actual core of reality the text explains how to differentiate perception from essence and thereby
enables the reader to resolve the ambiguities and classical riddles that have challenged mankind for centuries and baffled the best minds in history while modern technologies have
provided a phethora of new toys and conveniences the basic problems of daily existence remain this book provides the tools to survive and regain fundamental autonomy and inner
harmony while living with the complexities of the modern world
Doctor of Truth 2012-09 who is the man behind the best selling power vs force the determinants of human behavior and the map of consciousness from fundamentalism to atheism
psychoanalysis to zen buddhism the pits of hell to the infinite presence of god dr david r hawkins has dedicated his life to the pursuit of truth spending over fifty years as a psychiatrist
before becoming a spiritual teacher after the publication of power vs force as a psychiatrist hawkins helped pioneer a new field of psychiatry running one of the largest clinics in the
united states and treating thousands of hopeless cases of schizophrenia alcoholism and drug addiction he worked closely with some of the worlds leading minds including two time
nobel laureate linus pauling famed psychiatrists abram hoffer and humphrey osmund and the charismatic co founder of alcoholics anonymous bill wilson doctor of truth explores what
kind of life hawkins led who influenced his development and what experiences shaped his understanding of the world around him as well as the influences that informed his map of
consciousness and the writing of power vs force
The Eye of the I 2016-03-15 a brilliant work that dissolves the barriers between the known and the unknown science and spirituality and enlightenment from world renowned author
psychiatrist clinician and spiritual teacher david r hawkins m d ph d delve deep into the mysteries of consciousness and the spiritual realm in this classic by dr david hawkins a leading
figure in the field of self realization and personal development this groundbreaking work illuminates your path to spiritual growth awakening and enlightenment by exploring the
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intricate mind body connection and the power of positive thinking i consider myself a student of david hawkins and return to his books and work time and time again his wisdom deeply
resonates with my lived experiences he is often able to beautifully articulate what i cannot put into words vex king the eye of the i which calibrates at 950 is more advanced than power
vs force which calibrates at 850 and brilliantly reveals the very core of the spiritual process critical to the state of enlightenment this is the second volume of a trilogy that began with
power vs force and came before the third volume entitled i reality and subjectivity the intrinsic power of the information in this classic will elevate the consciousness of the reader
included are verbatim dialogues with advanced students instructions and explanations that illuminate the spiritual teachings the eye of the i dissolves the barriers between the
newtonian linear paradigm of the ego and the nonlinear reality of enlightenment with the resolution of the self the self shines forth and reveals one s true identity with a blend of
metaphysics meditation and motivational wisdom this book is your key to unlocking an elevated consciousness and achieving personal transformation an essential read for anyone on a
spiritual journey or those seeking enlightenment offering guidance and encouragement for awakening and raising your consciousness so open your mind nurture your spirit and
embrace your highest self with dr david hawkins and join the millions of readers whose lives have been transformed by his empowering philosophy
Power Vs. Truth 2013-01-14 in their quest for meaning and higher truth many people seek out a teacher or a path the longing for higher consciousness spiritual growth and a
connection to god directs us to someone or something we believe can provide answers and point the way power vs truth examines the teachings of david r hawkins a psychiatrist turned
guru who claims to have discovered a bulletproof method for discerning the absolute truth about anything he heralds his muscle test for truth as the most important discovery in
mankind s history written by hawkins authorized biographer formerly one of his most devoted and outspoken students power vs truth is a brave examination of hawkins life and works
including revelations uncovered during the research for hawkins biography this book offers an intimate and sobering look at the teachings that have captivated tens of thousands of
students worldwide
Transcending the Levels of Consciousness 2015-03-17 discover how to transcend the limitations of the ego relieve suffering and advance your consciousness in this masterpiece from
world renowned author psychiatrist clinician and spiritual teacher david r hawkins m d ph d the now widely known map of calibrated levels of consciousness was presented in power vs
force in 1995 and has been translated into all the world s major languages this was followed by the eye of the i 2001 i reality and subjectivity 2003 and truth vs falsehood 2005 which
explored the levels of truth reflected throughout society transcending the levels of consciousness expands on this work and returns to the exploration of the ego s expressions and
limitations giving detailed explanations and instructions on how to transcend them i consider myself a student of david hawkins and return to his books and work time and time again
his wisdom deeply resonates with my lived experiences he is often able to beautifully articulate what i cannot put into words vex king as with the reading of dr hawkins previous books
your level of consciousness will advance from exposure to the information itself this opens up avenues to the relief of suffering which fulfills the purpose of the work and the intention to
facilitate your own enlightenment this transformative personal growth book combines elements of psychology spirituality and philosophy and invites you to explore the profound depths
of your own consciousness hawkins genius consciousness concept will inspire you to reach new heights of spiritual and personal development transcending the levels of consciousness
is a monumental testament to the boundless potential of the human spirit it is an empowering book that offers inspiration and motivation on your journey of self discovery experience
the profound wisdom of dr david hawkins as he elegantly blends spirituality psychology and philosophy to create a comprehensive roadmap to unlock the divine potential within you so
that you can step into a higher consciousness
Power Versus Force 1998 david r hawkins details how anyone may resolve the most crucial of all human dilemmas how to instantly determine the truth or falsehood of any statement or
supposed fact dr hawkins who worked as a healing psychiatrist during his long and distinguished career uses theoretical concepts from particle physics nonlinear dynamics and chaos
theory to support his study of human behavior this is a fascinating work that will intrigue readers from all walks of life
Truth vs. Falsehood 2013-08-01 reveals a breakthrough in documenting a new era of human knowledge only in the last decade has a science of truth emerged that for the first time
in human history enables the discernment of truth from falsehood presented are discoveries of an enormous amount of crucial and significant information of great importance to
mankind truth and reality dr hawkins states have no secrets and everything that exists now or in the past even a thought is identifiable and calibratable from the omnipresent field of
consciousness itself
I 2014-03-03 experience spiritual enlightenment and personal transformation from world renowned author psychiatrist clinician spiritual teacher and researcher of consciousness david r
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hawkins m d ph d this book combines consciousness studies with transpersonal psychology providing an accessible gateway into the deeper dimensions of self and reality it concludes
the presentation of a long predicted major advance in critical human knowledge it explains and describes the very substrate and essence of consciousness as it evolved from its
primordial appearance as life on earth on up through evolution as the human ego and hence to the ego s transcendence as the spiritual reality of enlightenment and the presence of
divinity it completes the description of the evolution of human consciousness from the level of approximately 800 to its peak experience at 1 000 which historically has been the
ultimate possibility in the human domain this is the realm of the mystic whose truth stems solely from the radical subjectivity of divine revelation the text of the material is taken from
lectures dissertations and dialogues with students visitors and spiritual aspirants from around the world who have different spiritual and religious backgrounds and varying levels of
consciousness on the referenced scale of the levels of consciousness which calibrates the levels of truth from 1 to 1 000 power versus force calibrates at 850 the eye of the i at 980 and
the final volume of the trilogy i calibrates at a conclusive 999 8 the uncommon clarity and lucidity with which the highly evolved subject matter is presented facilitates understanding as
with the reading of power versus force or the eye of the i the reader s level of consciousness increases measurably as a consequence of exposure to this material itself which is
presented from a powerful field of exposition conflict is resolved within the mind of the student by means of recontextualization which solves the dilemma argument and adversity are
resolvable by identifying the positionalities of the ego which are the basis of human suffering some chapters include the process spiritual purification the ego and society spiritual reality
realization the realization of divinity the radical reality of the self the mystic the levels of enlightenment the nature of god the obstacles transcending the world the emotions mind
considerations karma the final doorway the transcendence the inner path no mind the way of the heart the recontextualization spiritual research homo spiritus this masterpiece is a
revolutionary tool for personal transformation blending quantum physics with spirituality and a perfect read for anyone seeking enlightenment and a deeper understanding of the
universe
The Wisdom of Dr. David R. Hawkins 2022-05-03 prepare to step off the ego path onto a more rewarding fulfilling and service oriented journey of enlightenment perhaps the most
important and significant information i ve come across in the past 10 years dr wayne dyer praised by many for his breakthrough research and innovative teachings on the human mind
dr david hawkins took our understanding of spiritual truth and enlightenment to an entirely new level in this authoritative work you will be brought to higher levels of awareness control
and understanding this book includes ten volumes of dr hawkins s core teachings that are most beneficial and relevant to today s world including his map of consciousness calibration
process a nationally renowned psychiatrist physician researcher spiritual teacher and lecturer dr hawkins was the founding director of the institute for spiritual research incorporated
and the founder of the path of devotional non duality the wisdom of dr david r hawkins also includes one of dr hawkins s last lectures on the most valuable qualities for a spiritual seeker
Healing and Recovery 2015-07-14 accelerate your healing and addiction recovery with these powerful self healing methods from world renowned author psychiatrist clinician spiritual
teacher and researcher of consciousness david r hawkins m d ph d whether you re dealing with addiction suffering or striving for your next level in personal growth healing and recovery
provides the tools to guide you on a healing path of emotional healing and inner transformation this inspirational self development book the eighth in a transformational series based on
the revelations of consciousness research resulted from a group of lectures given by dr david hawkins at the request of the original publisher of a course in miracles along with members
of several self help groups including alcoholics anonymous acim attitudinal healing centers other recovery groups and f clinicians our society lives with constant stress anxiety fear pain
suffering depression and worry alcoholism drug addiction obesity sexual problems and cancer are constantly in the news mankind in general has had very little information about how to
address life s challenges without resorting to drugs surgery or counseling you ll learn why the body may not respond to traditional medical approaches specific instructions are provided
that can result in complete healing from any disease the importance of including spiritual practices in one s healing and recovery program is explained as well healing and recovery
provides clinically proven self healing methods that will enable you to take charge of your health and live a happy healthy and fulfilling life key features in depth exploration of
metaphysics and psychology the book provides rich insights into the inner workings of the human psyche drawing on dr david hawkins profound understanding of metaphysics and
psychology meditation and mindfulness dr david hawkins shares powerful effective meditation and mindfulness techniques that invite peace and balance into our everyday lives focus
on holistic health this book underlines the importance of a balanced approach towards health that encompasses mental emotional and spiritual aspects practical approach to personal
growth and self improvement packed with actionable advice and thought provoking exercises that prompt personal growth and self discovery guidance on dealing with addiction and
depression dr david hawkins provides helpful tools and insights to aid those suffering from drug addiction alcoholism and depression with healing and recovery dr david hawkins invites
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us to let go of our pain and step onto a path of mindfulness and self improvement
Dissolving the Ego, Realizing the Self 2011-08-01 realize your true potential dissolve the ego limitations learn how to master your emotions and awaken your inner genius with this
groundbreaking self development book from renowned psychiatrist clinician and spiritual teacher david r hawkins m d ph d how does one traverse the spiritual landscape to move
beyond suffering to experience the peace and love of god to transcend illusion and realize the state of enlightenment in this collection of inspiring passages from dr david r hawkins s
work you ll learn the illusory nature of the personal self identification of the ego mind and the direct pathways to transcend the ego mind s trappings i consider myself a student of david
hawkins and return to his books and work time and time again his wisdom deeply resonates with my lived experiences he is often able to beautifully articulate what i cannot put into
words vex king this pocket edition is designed especially for today s spiritual student on the go to inspire contemplation and reflection during a break at work while hiking in the woods
during a quiet coffee shop moment on an airplane with a partner in whatever environment one finds oneself dissolving the ego realizing the self is a reliable companion on your quest
toward higher truth dr david hawkins takes you on an enlightening journey of understanding the intricate workings of the mind and ego culminating in a groundbreaking explanation of
consciousness you ll learn how to master your emotions with practical strategies and insights attract positivity and abundance in your life harness your personal power without resorting
to force heal the mind and soul for a healthier happier existence this motivational book seamlessly merges spirituality psychology and business principles making it an essential read for
anyone interested in philosophy human behavior leadership and success experience a paradigm shift in your journey towards self realization by immersing yourself in the wisdom of dr
david hawkins allow your consciousness to soar as you step towards a more enlightened and fulfilling life
Book of Slides 2018-06 this book of slides is a comprehensive atlas of the vast terrain covered by dr david r hawkins in his public lectures 2002 2011 it contains the compendium of his
lecture slides along with a summary of his teaching at each lecture far from being a dry read this book is filled with real life examples humorous anecdotes and personal experiences of
doc never before found in written form widely appreciated for his unusual capacity to illumine the real in everyday terms dr hawkins lectured on such vital topics as the nature of god
nonduality self realization spirituality in the modern world spiritual community spiritual teachers the way of devotion qualities of the spiritual seeker love success and happiness
Power vs. Force 2014-01-30 an internationally bestselling must read for those on a personal development path from world renowned author psychiatrist clinician spiritual teacher and
researcher of consciousness david hawkins m d ph d dive deep into the realms of consciousness with dr david hawkins groundbreaking masterpiece power vs force a roadmap to
understanding human behavior and emotions a beautiful gift of writing dr david hawkins spreads joy love and compassion through what he writes the fruit of these three is peace as you
know mother teresa imagine what if you had access to a simple yes or no answer to any question you wished to ask a demonstrably true answer any question think about it from the
foreword we think we live by forces we control but in fact we are governed by power from unrevealed sources power over which we have no control from the author s preface the
universe holds its breath as we choose instant by instant which pathway to follow for the universe the very essence of life itself is highly conscious every act thought and choice adds to
a permanent mosaic our decisions ripple through the universe of consciousness to affect the lives of all from power vs force particularly timely a significant contribution to
understanding and dealing with the problems we face today lee iacocca overwhelming a masterpiece a lifetime work sheldon deal president international college of applied kinesiology
love is more powerful than hatred truth sets us free forgiveness liberates both sides unconditional love heals courage empowers and the essence of divinity reality is peace david r
hawkins m d ph d in this life changing motivational book you ll learn how to tap into the genius consciousness that lies within us all master your emotions and harness your inner power
make better decisions and have more peace understand the energy dynamics that influence your life power vs force stands tall among motivational books self development books and
spiritual books offering inspiration and guidance to all who seek it its profound insights and practical wisdom make it an encouraging book to cultivate a more conscious and fulfilling life
unleash your potential rise above your limitations embrace the genius within and begin your journey toward success and emotional mastery today
Summary of David R. Hawkins's Transcending the Levels of Consciousness 2022-09-12T22:59:00Z please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1
everyone is aware of the pain of losing face becoming discredited or of seeming to be a non person shamed people hang their heads and slink away wishing they were invisible 2
depression is a serious level of consciousness that can be immobilizing and life threatening it is characterized by helplessness and hopelessness and is therefore described as a
dispirited state and hellish to endure the will to live is lost but in the deepest depths even the act of suicide is not possible due to lack of energy 3 depression is a serious level of
consciousness characterized by helplessness and hopelessness and it is therefore described as a dispirited state the will to live is lost but in the deepest depths even the act of suicide is
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not possible due to lack of energy 4 the fear of death is a universal human experience but it is also a common presumption that everyone fears death and has an aversion to it however
death is also seen as an attraction or a final act of revenge or heroism under appropriate conditions
The Map of Consciousness Explained 2020-10-20 a simple and accessible exploration of the best selling author of letting go and power vs force david r hawkins m d ph d most
famous work the map of consciousness that will help you to experience healing and transcendence world renowned author psychiatrist clinician spiritual teacher and researcher of
consciousness david r hawkins shares that we are all born with an energetic frequency within the vast field of consciousness and with the map of consciousness we can truly understand
the total spectrum of human emotions and consciousness using a unique muscle testing method dr david r hawkins conducted more than 250 000 calibrations during 20 years of
research to define a range of values attitudes and emotions that correspond to levels of consciousness this range of values along with a logarithmic scale of 1 to 1 000 became the map
of consciousness which dr david r hawkins first wrote about in his best selling book power vs force with the map dr david r hawkins laid out the entire spectrum of consciousness from
the lower levels of shame guilt apathy fear anger and pride to courage acceptance and reason all the way up to the more expanded levels of love ecstasy peace and enlightenment
these higher energy fields are a carrier wave of immense life energy an essential primer on the late dr david r hawkins s teachings on human consciousness and their associated energy
fields the map of consciousness explained offers an introduction and deeper understanding of the map with visual charts and practical applications to help you heal recover and evolve
to higher levels of consciousness and energy this enlightening book transcends the boundaries of conventional wisdom integrating the realms of psychology philosophy and spirituality
in a powerful exploration of human consciousness and human potential to help you be more effective in every area of your life some highlights include a thoughtful fusion of psychology
philosophy and spirituality a comprehensive interpretation of the law of attraction and its intrinsic link with consciousness and personal evolution a scientifically grounded guide to
harness the power of positive thinking and its practical applications an insightful perspective on the power vs force dynamic offering fresh insights into personal and professional
relationships an enriching collection of practical exercises and affirmations designed to awaken and energize your consciousness dr david r hawkins has a remarkable ability to simplify
complex concepts whether you re in search of motivational books for women leadership books for aspiring entrepreneurs or behavior books to comprehend the nuances of human
interaction this book can revolutionize how you perceive and interact with the world inspiring profound transformation and positive change that which weakens life energy is to be
avoided shame guilt confusion fear hatred pride hopelessness and falsehood that which uplifts life is to be realized truth courage acceptance reason love beauty joy and peace david r
hawkins m d ph d whether you re a scholar a personal growth enthusiast or simply on a path of self discovery this book will help you live with more awareness and lead a more
conscious and fulfilling life
Summary of David R. Hawkins's The Wisdom of Dr. David R. Hawkins 2022-05-21T22:59:00Z please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights
1 dr hawkins died at the age of 85 he had a body of work that includes over 15 books and hundreds of hours of audio visual programs his teachings are available in a book titled the
map of consciousness explained 2 dr dave hawkins was a teacher and researcher who developed the map of consciousness which is a pioneering internationally known scale to help
people understand their own consciousness it incorporates findings from quantum physics and nonlinear dynamics which confirms the classical stages of spiritual evolution found in the
world s sacred literature 3 the map of consciousness is a clinically sophisticated depiction of each level s emotional tone view of god and view of life as you rise in the level of
consciousness the frequency or vibration of energy increases thus higher consciousness radiates a positive and healing effect on the world 4 the teachings of dr hawkins are explored in
this book he was a nationally renowned psychiatrist physician researcher spiritual teacher and lecturer he was the founding director of the institute for spiritual research incorporated
and the founder of the path of devotional non duality
Map of Consciousness Explained 2020-10-20 the map of consciousness explained is an essential primer on the late dr david r hawkins s teachings on human consciousness and their
associated energy fields using muscle testing dr hawkins conducted more than 250 000 calibrations during 20 years of research to define a range of values attitudes and emotions that
correspond to levels of consciousness this range of values along with a logarithmic scale of 1 to 1 000 became the map of consciousness which dr hawkins first wrote about in his new
york times bestseller power vs force in this book readers will gain an introduction and deeper understanding of the map with visual charts and practical applications to help them heal
recover and evolve to higher levels of consciousness and energy
In the World, But Not of It 2023-03-28 spiritual teacher dr david r hawkins offers practical advice for readers to reach advanced states of consciousness in their everyday lives so that
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they can enjoy being in the world but not of it it seems the further the world advances the harder it becomes to lead a life that is centered in love grace and compassion that is until now
in this book based on the popular audio program of the same name dr hawkins shares his timeless insights on why certain spiritual experiences only provide temporary enlightenment
in the process he explains how to turn normal activities into your spiritual practice readers will learn how to help raise the consciousness of the world why being accountable for choices
and actions is central to one s spiritual evolution how to make sure that you re taking responsibility for your life and choices what to embrace and what to avoid in our technologically
advanced world how to avoid getting overly stressed by change and much more this extraordinary program captures dr hawkins s startling brilliance infectious humor and deep
understanding of walking the awakened path as a citizen of the world
Daily Reflections from Dr David R. Hawkins 2022-08-30 discover this collection of inspiring quotes from dr david r hawkins and learn how to elevate your consciousness find
enlightenment and unlock deep truth the insightful quotes and contemplations offered by the world renowned consciousness researcher and mystic dr david r hawkins will encourage
you to engage with some of his most profound insights from his classic works such as to best serve the world seek enlightenment and transcend illusions rather than contribute to them
we can t own that which is great within ourselves unless we learn to recognize it in others peace comes with total inner surrender to what is by continuously letting go it is possible to
stay in that state of freedom feelings come and go and eventually you realize that you are not your feelings but that the real you is merely witnessing them
The Highest Level of Enlightenment 2024-02-06 in this profound book based on a popular audio program dr david hawkins gives a primer on his world famous map of consciousness
that will help the reader embark on their own journey to an advanced state of consciousness dr hawkins s research is based on a well established science called kinesiology which has to
do with the testing of an all or none muscle response stimulus a positive stimulus generates a strong muscle response and a negative stimulus results in a demonstrable weakening of
the test muscle clinical kinesiological muscle testing as a diagnostic technique has been verified widely over the past 25 years david hawkins m d ph d conducted a 29 year study that
demonstrated that the human body becomes stronger or weaker depending on a person s mental state he created a scale from 1 to 1 000 that mapped human consciousness
furthermore he demonstrated that this map can be used as a blueprint to reach higher states of consciousness that can be identified simply by applying a small amount of pressure on
an outstretched arm not only that but this simple method has also been demonstrated to be an effective tool for instantly calibrating human consciousness dr hawkins created a scale of
consciousness based on current discoveries in advanced theoretical physics and the nonlinear dynamics of chaos theory and this map of consciousness now makes it possible for
anyone to advance toward higher levels of enlightenment faster than ever imagined in this book you ll learn how to advance your level of consciousness and your understanding of
human behavior just by learning the map of consciousness gain instant access to information that is beyond the capacity of all the world s computers detect the exact point in any
complex system where the least effort brings about the greatest result understand the power of a simple attitude adjustment as well as the consequences of various emotional states
learn how people who calibrate high on the map of consciousness can raise the energy level and calibration of thousands of others just by being in their presence heal yourself of illness
or addiction by reaching the state of consciousness in which it vanishes learn which foods environments companies books etc are harmful low energy and which are beneficial high
energy and much more
パワーか、フォースか 改訂版 2018-06-15 世界中で絶賛された名著の改訂版 覚醒 悟り 体験をしている著者が 意識のエネルギーレベルを1 1000のスケールに分けたマップを作成し記述した画期的な書 本文も細かく改訂し 新しい まえがき 序文 が追加されています 人類史上初の 偽りと真実を区別するための客観的な手段
であり どんなときでも完全に検証可能です 三部作の第一作目の本書では 主としてほとんどの人類が属するレベルを含めた意識レベルについて描写しています それは いわゆる聖人と呼ばれる500台の上部のレベルまで網羅しています 現在 キネシオロジーは 刺激に対する 筋肉反射テスト に基づいた明らかな科学として認められるに至り
ました ポジティブな刺激は 肉体に強い筋肉反応を引き起こし ネガティブな刺激は 筋肉に明らかな弱化をもたらすという結論が証明されました さらに意識のレベル エネルギーフィールド は 測定可能な効果によって指数で表されます 意識レベルが上昇するにつれて エネルギーの周波数と振動数は増します したがって 愛と真実の存在が人間
の筋肉反応によって検証可能となり より高い意識は世界にとって有益な治癒効果を放射することになります それとは対照的に 真実ではない あるいはネガティブなエネルギーフィールドは 弱い筋肉反応を誘発します 恥 罪の意識 混乱 恐怖 憎しみ プライド 絶望 偽りなど 生命力を弱めるものは避けなければなりません 真実 勇気 受容 理
性 愛 美 喜び 平和など 人生を高めることが実現されなければなりません 意識の測定レベル のマップを掲載 恥 20 勇気 200 愛 500 悟り 700 1000 他多数 意識レベル200において 初めて フォース から パワー に切り替わります 200以下のエネルギーレベルに陥っている被験者をテストすると すべての反応が弱
くなるのが簡単に確かめられます ところが200以上の生命を支えるフィールドでは 誰もが強く反応します これは生きることに対してポジティブか それともネガティブな影響を与えるのかを識別できる臨界点です このレベルにある人々は 自分たちが得るものと同じくらい多くのエネルギーを世間に返します 低いレベルでは 個人にしても
集団にしても社会に貢献することなく ただエネルギーを消耗させるに留まります 一方このレベルでは 達成すること自体が自分への見返りとなり ポジティブな自尊心にもつながるので 次第に強くなっていき 生産的な生き方が始まります 著者について デヴィッド r ホーキンズ david r hawkins m d ph d 幼少の頃に覚醒
体験をし その後も覚醒体験を深めていった 精神科医としても実績を積み 多くの患者を助けた キネシオロジーテストによって意識の分野を測定できることを見出し 世界的な評価を得る 主な著作には 三部作と呼ばれる 第一作 パワーか フォースか 本書 第二作 the eye of the i 未邦訳 第三作 i 真実と主観性 ナチュラルスピリッ
ト ほか 数冊の著書がある パワーか フォースか は マザー テレサはじめ世界中から多くの賞賛を受けた veritaspub com
The Ego Is Not the Real You 2021-08-31 learn to let go of the illusions of the ego and discover the real you with this collection of inspiring quotes on the ego mind and spiritual
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enlightenment from human consciousness expert dr david r hawkins are you willing to let go of seeing yourself as the ego believes you to be are you willing to go further to know that
the ego itself is an illusion in this book select teachings from dr david r hawkins s extensive body of work will guide you in the process of realization surrender and transformation when
we let go of the old ways of thinking our attachments and the false promises of the ego we discover the truth that we are one with all features classic passages including it is not really
necessary to subdue the ego but merely to stop identifying with it every life experience no matter how tragic contains a hidden lesson when we discover and acknowledge the hidden
gift that is there a healing takes place enlightenment is not a condition to be obtained it is merely a certainty to be surrendered to for the self is already one s reality it is the self that is
attracting one to spiritual information to be enlightened merely means that consciousness has realized its most inner innate quality as nonlinear subjectivity and its capacity for
awareness the only energy that has more power than the strength of the collective ego is that of spiritual truth this book is small in size but it can have a massive impact on your life it
will take you through the process of a total transformation of consciousness if you choose to apply its teachings deeply within yourself from the introduction by fran grace ph d
The Path to Spiritual Advancement 2024-07-02 from the best selling author and pioneer in the field of consciousness research david r hawkins m d ph d comes the first in a series of six
books on finding the way to god dr david r hawkins always wanted to add further detail to his best selling book power vs force a book that opened the door to so many new truths
enlightening information and exciting questions people asked for more and dr hawkins realized that consciousness itself continued to grow and evolve as a spiritual teacher dedicated to
the highest truth to god and to his love for mankind he decided to create the lecture presentations these books are based on his lighthearted spirit wonderful sense of humor and real
life stories are evident in this book in it the core of dr hawkins body of work that he later called the pathway of devotional non duality is delivered in full this volume consists of dr
hawkins s finest work from january and february 2002 as you read you will learn about the map of consciousness chart from 0 1000 and how it came to be the illusion of causality the
great block to spiritual advancement transcending the ego through understanding it and re contextualizing it the role of karma in your life how you can move up the levels of
consciousness through spiritual intention and choice radical subjectivity the essence of the experiencing the presence of god as i the purpose of dr hawkins s work to realize the
presence of god these are just some of the many topics dr hawkins covers in this inspiring and supportive book
Discovery of the Presence of God 2021-02-16 this awe inspiring sixth installment of the profound consciousness series by dr david r hawkins reveals the true essence of
enlightenment from world renowned author psychiatrist clinician and spiritual teacher david r hawkins m d ph d a true instruction manual for the serious spiritual devotee this
masterpiece from dr david r hawkins reveals information only known by those who have transcended the ego to reach divine realization chapters include devotional nonduality the inner
path spiritual practices the experiencer the razor s edge allness versus nothingness spirituality and the world teachers and teachings the devotee transcending identification with the
ego self enlightenment the presence of self progressive states of consciousness this spiritual book is the inner route from the self to the self and an invitation into the profound depths
of higher consciousness and enlightenment it walks you through the path to divine consciousness through the fusion of psychology philosophy metaphysics and spirituality immerse
yourself in a devotional exploration of non duality a profound philosophy that bridges the gap between existential questions and spiritual answers this transformative work will help you
evolve spiritually by connecting to divine love dr david hawkins explains complex concepts with clarity making them accessible and relatable for everyone from spiritual seekers to
business professionals seeking personal growth his spiritual awakening guidance offers meditation techniques for inner peace and provides tools to transcend the confines of the
mundane illuminating the path to spiritual growth drawing on his profound understanding of spiritual liberation dr david hawkins words guide us toward our spiritual evolution and
higher consciousness through this journey you will discover an empowering understanding of your divine consciousness leading to a sense of inner peace and a heightened state of
spiritual awareness
The Evolution of Consciousness 2024-10-15 in this book renowned spiritual teacher dr david r hawkins offers an in depth look at each level in the map of consciousness and how it
relates in general to the whole field of consciousness he also defines what is meant by linear and nonlinear content and context as well as the radical state of subjectivity awareness and
consciousness
Letting Go 2014-01-15 this groundbreaking bestseller describes a simple and effective way to let go of challenges from world renowned author psychiatrist clinician spiritual teacher and
researcher of consciousness david r hawkins m d ph d letting go is a guide to helping to remove the obstacles we all have that keep us from living a more conscious life it is truly a life
changing book many of us have trouble letting go in our lives even though it can have profound impact on our life wayne dyer during the many decades of dr david hawkins clinical
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psychiatric practice the primary aim was to seek the most effective ways to relieve human suffering in all of its many forms in letting go he shares from his clinical and personal
experience that surrender is the surest route to total fulfillment this motivational book provides a mechanism for letting go of blocks to happiness love joy success health and ultimately
enlightenment the mechanism of surrender that dr hawkins describes can be done in the midst of everyday life the book is equally useful for all dimensions of human life physical health
creativity financial success emotional healing vocational fulfillment relationships sexuality and spiritual growth it is an invaluable resource for all professionals who work in the areas of
mental health psychology medicine self help addiction recovery and spiritual development letting go is one of the most efficacious tools by which to reach spiritual goals david hawkins
m d ph d this profound self development book offers a roadmap to release emotional burdens unlock inner peace and embrace a life of fulfillment it is a classic that will help you break
free from limitations and unlock your true potential learn how to navigate challenges with grace and emerge as a stronger more resilient version of yourself by incorporating the
principles of surrender letting go provides practical tools for personal growth and transformation this consciousness expanding book will help you release past traumas negative beliefs
and self imposed limitations experience a newfound sense of freedom joy and authenticity recover from addiction enhance your personal relationships achieve success in your career
join millions who have experienced profound transformations through the principles outlined in letting go letting go is a must read for anyone on a quest for personal growth spirituality
and self improvement whether you re new to the realm of self help books or a seasoned seeker dr david hawkins insights will inspire you to embrace a life of conscious living emotional
well being positive thinking and unlimited possibilities experience the transformative power of letting go and unlock a life of healing success and spiritual growth
The Evolution of Consciousness 2024-11-05 spiritual teacher and best selling author of letting go offers a thorough explanation of the levels of consciousness in this book renowned
spiritual teacher dr david r hawkins offers an in depth look at each level in the map of consciousness and how it relates in general to the whole field of consciousness he also defines
what is meant by linear and nonlinear content and context as well as the radical state of subjectivity awareness and consciousness the map of consciousness is used to illuminate the
understanding of the ego and our programs and how to be free of them as dr hawkins explains the map is not a hierarchy of worthiness but more like a prism that breaks up the light
into different colors spiritual work is making choices that move us up toward the light in the second half of this book dr hawkins explores how to transcend positionalities why just
hearing certain information can be transformational that there is no such thing as nothingness the progressive fields of realization and the theory of evolution how to disassemble the
ego the basics of quantum mechanics throughout dr hawkins speaks on the emergence of positive spiritual energy that is dominating the consciousness field of mankind with profound
implications for everyone the whole use of this scale the whole use of what we learn from it is merely to support the intention on the part of everyone here to move forward in
consciousness and to fulfill the human potential
Success Is for You 2016-04-19 david r hawkins m d ph d was renowned as a physician lecturer and researcher of consciousness but he s perhaps most revered for his books
particularly the seminal power vs force which has been translated into 25 languages and sold over a million copies success is for you uses many of the concepts that fans of dr hawkins
will recognize and applies them to the world of business and the psychology of success expanding upon the illuminating discussion of the attractor patterns of success from power vs
force this remarkable never before published book pulls back the curtain on the inner workings of the successful mind for truly success according to dr hawkins is an attitude we inhabit
rather than a goal we strive for new readers will find this to be a perfect introduction to an incredible teacher and foremost expert on mental processes providing profound insights and
real world examples to help anyone focus on and consequently achieve what they desire this fascinating book reveals the causality formula for success and deconstruction of so called
failure how goodwill can actually turn to profit nine acid test steps to determine our mode of being how to get to the top and why the destination is really our starting point yet its scope
ranges far beyond a mere how to manual as dr hawkins says having facts and know how does not guarantee success there are other factors involved it is these other secret factors that
we are going to explore the secret factors the heart centered power principles underlying success are decoded here delivering an eternal message of possibility for us all
La sabiduría de David R. Hawkins 2022 este libro presenta una colección de ideas profundas de uno de los grandes pensadores de nuestra generación el doctor david r hawkins ha
sido ensalzado por madre teresa y por el doctor wayne dyer por sus investigaciones innovadoras y por sus enseñanzas sobre la mente humana que nos abren a comprender la verdad y
la iluminación la presente obra está escrita con autoridad y lleva a los lectores a niveles más elevados de entendimiento y conciencia el libro consta de diez capítulos que abarcan las
enseñanzas esenciales del doctor hawkins las más beneficiosas y relevantes para nuestros días entre las que se incluye el proceso de calibración del mapa de la conciencia prepárate
para salir del camino del ego hacia otro más gratificante y satisfactorio el camino del servicio
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Summary of David R. Hawkins's Letting Go 2021-06-03 buy now to get the key takeaways from david r hawkins s letting go sample key takeaways 1 the mind is a monkey the monkey is
always jumping around from tree to tree from one thought to another it s always looking for the next thing it s always worried about the future it s always thinking about the past 2 it s
not by finding the answers but by undoing the basis of your problems that you are able to reach great clarity and move past your obstacles
Along the Path to Enlightenment 2011-02-01 what blocks spiritual progress and how do we transcend these blocks the spiritual teachings of david r hawkins m d ph d on the nature of
consciousness spirit and ego are known worldwide by students seeking to realize spiritual truth as a mystic dr hawkins has infused the truths found in the precepts of western religion
with the core of eastern philosophy bridging the familiar physical world to the nonlinear spiritual domain this collection of passages carefully selected from dr hawkins s extensive
writings offers readers a new contemplation for each day any one of these passages fully understood can elevate one s level of consciousness
Dissolving the Ego, Realizing the Self 2011-07-28 one of the world s leading thinkers reveals how to move beyond the ego to find your highest self
The Path to Spiritual Advancement 2024-07-02 bestselling author and pioneer in the field of consciousness research dr david hawkins teachers readers about the map of
consciousness chart transcending the ego the role of karma and more
Summary of David R. Hawkins's Success Is for You 2022-05-19T22:59:00Z please note this is a companion version not the original book sample book insights 1 the world confuses out
there with in here it thinks the money the success and all that goes with success are the causes instead of the effects people struggle to reach the bananas and we have an idea why 2
the secret of success is finding the open door once we ve achieved inner mastery we don t have to prove it anymore we can amuse ourselves by manifesting or not in the world as we
please 3 the state of world is the result of the struggle between the left and right brains the left brain exhausts itself trying to get the bananas while the right brain knows everything
and is capable of knowing everything in the world of real success there is no competition 4 the secret of all successful people is that they have it the purpose of this book is to discover
what that it is some people have it but they don t know they have it they re unconscious and unaware
Life with Doc 2022-10-17 in this inspiring book susan hawkins gives an inside account of the life she shared with her husband and spiritual teacher dr david r doc hawkins she was his
closest collaborator and he was never on stage without her her book is full of humor and heart as she tells story upon story of their experiences at home and on the road she writes a lot
of people are one way in public and another way at home but not dave he was the same kind wise funny and loving man whether he was on stage or at home susan tells it like it is
refreshingly authentic in the realm of spiritual literature
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